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BUCKETS VS.

a Pipeline

A Summary of The Pipeline Story, By: Robert Kiyosaki
His solution was to build a pipeline! This way,
whenever he needed to provide water to his
family, or the people within the village, he would
simply need to turn the handle of a spigot, and
the water would flow on its own!

Once upon a time, there was a man who lived
and worked in a village. His job was to haul
buckets of fresh water to the village, every day,
in order to provide his family and the people of
the village with a consistent, fresh supply of
clean water.

Even if he took days off, the people would be
able to turn the spigot, the water would still flow,
and he knew this was the type of security and
opportunity that he wanted to provide to his
family and the rest of the Village, so no one
would have to haul buckets for water, again!

Each day, he fulfilled his duties, he was paid for
his work, and he had a stable income. One day,
the man realized that he was getting older...
He realized that he would never be able to make
more money than the number of buckets that he
could haul, and if he wanted to be able to
provide for the village, himself and his family
long term, he would have to haul buckets, every
day, for the rest of his life. This thought worried
him, and he began to think about additional
options. He knew the people of the village would
always need water, so the demand was there,
but he also knew that if he didn't want to haul
buckets for the rest of his life, he would have to
come up with a better plan!

The construction of a pipeline was a brilliant
idea, but it was a big project. The man couldn't
accomplish this overnight, so in his spare time,
in between hauling his buckets, he consistently
worked to build his pipeline. About 3-5 years
later, the pipeline was built! Each day, the
pipeline provided water to the village and income
to the man, without the need to haul buckets. He
now had an endless supply of fresh water and
pay, but also had the freedom of time, which
allowed him the ability to pursue his true
passions, without worry about the future!
This is the beauty of Residual Income.

Are you hauling buckets, or are you
building a pipeline?
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ŌTERRA

BUILDING A PIPELINE WITH D

+ THE 3 STEPS TO SUCCESS

Use + Share Oils

Provide Education

Earn 7 Ways!

1.
2.
3.

RETAIL SALES EARN 25%
People can purchase retail products from your free dōTERRA Wellness Advocate Website (included with your WA Membership)
and dōTERRA ships all orders for you, from their International Warehouses! No need to purchase, stock or ship inventory!

FAST START BONUSES (PAID OUT WEEKLY)
Earn FAST CASH from each of your Enrollment's orders that are placed within their first 60 days of Membership! This is
also a bonus that pays out 3 generations deep! This bonus is based on the total PV of orders, so you would earn 20% of
the total PV from each order placed by your PE (Personal Enrollment) within their first 60 days. From there, you would
earn 10% of your second generation enrollment purchases, and 5% of your third generation enrollment purchases.
You must have a 100 PV (Personal Volume) minimum LRP order to earn this commission.

POWER OF 3™ BONUS (PAID OUT MONTHLY)
This is a bonus that rewards people who are on the LRP Program,
and who practice proper structure.
You must have a 100 PV minimum LRP order to earn this
commission, AND You and your front line's total OV (Overall
Volume) needs to total at least 600 OV.

4.

20%

10%

5%

YOU

Pays $50
Pays $250
Pays $1500

UNILEVEL ORGANIZATIONAL BONUS (PAID OUT MONTHLY)
This is a bonus that is based on compressed organizational volume, giving you the
opportunity to earn a percentage of commissions of the total sales from each level of
your organization, up to 7 levels deep! Here is an example of what your monthly
Unilevel Earnings could be, based upon correct structure (if your team grew at
multiples of three) and had a 150 PV monthly order average. Most companies pay
out the highest % of unilevel commission based on the sales made closest to the top
of an organization, where the number of people is the fewest. dŌTERRA has flipped
it and pays out the highest % of unilevel commission based on the sales made from
the lowest levels in your organization, where you have the MOST people. This is a
very generous plan and is very obtainable for ANYONE, due to a 65% retention rate!
Also note, that the # of people are NOT only your personal enrollments. This number
also includes people who the people within your downline bring on.
Additionally, dŌTERRA allows inactive levels to roll up, thanks to "Dynamic
Compression", which you can read more about, by clicking HERE!
You must have a 100 PV minimum LRP order to earn this commission.

%

YOU

X3 (Number of People)

Monthly Earnings (Based on 150 PV)

2%

1

3

$9.00

3%

2

9

$49.00

5%

3

27

$252.00

5%

4

81

$859.00

6%

5

243

$3,046.00

6%

6

729

$9,607.00

7%

7

2187

$32,571.00
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5.

LEADERSHIP BONUS POOLS / RANK (PAID OUT MONTHLY)

Each month, dŌTERRA takes 6% of its Global Sale Earnings,
splits it up into company "shares", and pays out a % of these
shares to each of the 5 company Leadership/Rank Pools.

SILVER

1. Silvers, Golds, and Platinums make up a Pool, which earns 2%.

GOLD

2. Diamonds, Blue Diamonds and Presidential DIamonds make up
a Pool, which earns 1%.
3. Diamonds ONLY make up a Pool, which earns an additional
1%.
4. Blue Diamonds ONLY make up a Pool, which earns an
additional 1%.
5. Presidential Diamonds ONLY make up a Pool, which earns an
additional 1%.
Within dŌTERRA, there are more people who hold smaller ranks,
and fewer people who hold the larger ranks, so the share payouts
reflect an average of what is shown in the graph to the right.
You must have a 100 PV minimum LRP order to earn this
commission.

2%

6.
7.

A Silver gets 1 Share = about $150
A Gold gets 5 Shares = about 750
A Platinum gets 10 Shares = about
$1500

1%

Diamond = about $4000

1%

Presidential Diamond = about
$15,000 - $35000

2% is split between the Silver,
2% is split between the Silver Pool
Gold, Platinum Leadership Pool

PLATINUM
DIAMOND
BLUE DIAMOND
PRESIDENTIAL
DIAMOND

1% is split between the Diamond,
Blue Diamond, Presidential Diamond
Leadership Pool

DIAMOND

1% is split between the Diamond Pool

BLUE DIAMOND

1% is split between the Blue Diamond Pool

PRESIDENTIAL
DIAMOND

1% is split between the Pres. Diamond Pool

1%
1%

A Diamond gets 1 Share
A Blue Diamond gets 2 Shares
A Presidential
Diamond gets 3 Shares

Blue Diamond = about $9000 $12000

ELITE BONUS / EXTRA SHARES (PAID OUT MONTHLY)
So, you have learned how incredibly generous dōTERRA is with their share payouts, but things get even better! Once you hit the rank of Silver or
above, you have the opportunity to earn EXTRA shares, as team leaders below you in your organization also begin to reach their first Ranks!
When a personally enrolled WA (Wellness Advocate) reaches the rank of Elite, you earn an additional share from your Leadership pool, for the
month that personally enrolled Elite first qualifies! For example, Amy is a Silver. One of Amy's enrollments hit Elite this month for the first time, so
instead of earning 1 share from her Leadership Pool, Amy will earn 2. If Amy had 2 personally enrolled WA's hit Elite for the first time, within the
same month, Amy would earn 3 shares from her Leadership Pool.
You must have a 100 PV minimum LRP order to earn this commission.

EMPOWERMENT BONUS (PAID OUT MONTHLY)
This bonus is specifically for Premiers and Silvers! These are smaller ranks, so dōTERRA wanted to step in and provide an additional bonus to
people who are early in their business, but who are actively enrolling new team members! If you are at the rank of Premier or Silver and enrolled a
new team member during the month with an enrollment order of 100 PV or more, you earn a share from an additional Premier/Silver Pool! This was
a NEW bonus added in 2017, it' has about a $190 bonus payout, and you have the opportunity to earn this bonus monthly.
You must have a 100 PV minimum LRP order to earn this commission.
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RANK STRUCTURE
EXECUTIVE
2000 OV

ELITE
3000 OV

PREMIER
5000 OV

SILVER

E

E

E

E

Premier Monthly Income = about $790.00

Silver Monthly Income = about $2,200.00

GOLD

PLATINUM

P

S

E

P

P

S

S

S

Gold Monthly Income = about $4,900.00

Platinum Monthly Income = about $9580.00

DIAMOND

BLUE
DIAMOND

S

S

S

G

Diamond Monthly Income = about $17,000.00

G

G

G

Blue Diamond Monthly Income = about $38,500.00

PRES.
DIAMOND
P

P

P

P

P

Presidential Diamond Monthly Income = about $112,750.00
*Based on 2015 data. Please CLICK HERE for doTERRA's opportunity and earnings disclosure.
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AVERAGE TIMELINE + COMMITMENT

ŌTERRA PIPELINE

NEEDED FOR SOLID D

CONSTRUCTION

PHASE ONE - LIVE

CONSULTANT ELITE

INVEST 3 - 5 HOURS A WEEK, FOR 2 - 4 MONTHS
EARN FREE PRODUCT

PHASE TWO - LEARN

PREMIER GOLD

INVEST 8 - 12 HOURS A WEEK, FOR 1 - 3 YEARS
EARN SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME

PHASE THREE - LEAD

PLATINUM DIAMOND +

INVEST 15 - 30 HOURS A WEEK, FOR 3 - 5 YEARS
EARN REPLACEMENT INCOME WITH A SOLID PIPELINE

Why Blossoms United?
We are sure that you are already over the moon excited about the financial opportunities that dŌTERRA has to offer, through
their generous and wellness-centered business model, but there is one more thing to really consider before you begin your
business journey with dŌTERRA, and that is your Tribe! Earlier, we mentioned the 3 steps for building a successful pipeline
within dŌTERRA, and steps one and two were focused on YOU using and sharing your oils, as well as sharing education with
others.
Although there are many incredibly successful people within the company who are completely self-taught and self-guided when it
came to their knowledge of essential oils and business growth, having a supportive and knowledgeable upline at your fingertips
can make finding your way a whole lot easier! Blossoms United is an incredible support system and wealth of knowledge that
you can plug into, anytime, no matter what stage you are at in your business or personal growth.
Additionally, Blossoms United has a unique mission! We as a team have brought another World of Holistic Healing, to
dŌTERRA, and we are a specialized team of Teachers and Holistic Professionals! Essential oils are our main tools for self-care
and holistic healing, but we don't stop there! There are times during our self-healing and self-discovery, when oils may be the
best tool to use for support, but sometimes, they aren't, and we dig deeper into our Vibrational Healing toolbox! Healing Crystals,
Oracle Cards, Spiritual and Personal Development, Holistic Life Coaching as well as advanced uses of Vibrational and Life Code
Aromatherapy™ techniques are all paths that you can explore, once you join our Blossoms United Tribe! Our Team is a
complete Online Holistic Academy that you can use as a stepping stone for your own tuition-free continued education, as well as
an additional tool that you can use to grow your own downline! Our team courses are incentives that you can give to your new
members, when they purchase an essential oil enrollment kit, through you! We haven't found another dŌTERRA Team that
provides the type of support, specializations, Holistic Healing Certifications and Online Business Courses that we do.
When you become a Blossom, you become part of our Family, and you have a solid foundation of people who want to see you
grow and succeed, as well as unmatched team resources that are exclusive to our dŌTERRA Tribe! When you become a
Blossom, get ready to take some serious steps forward, both in your life and in your business!

Explore our Blossoms United™ Website

Exclusive Team Member Resources Include:

CLICK HERE

SMART START Training + Private FB Community
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WAYS YOU CAN GROW
AND SHARE
In Blossoms United, we understand that one size does NOT fit all, when it comes to building a soulcentered business! To help you find the most joy and success, it is our team mission to give you
options for how you want to grow within B.U. and dŌTERRA, so that you can choose the way that is
right and exciting for you and your family!

4 WAYS TO GROW + WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW!

TEACH
TRADITIONAL
IN-PERSON
DŌTERRA
CLASSES

THROUGH
SOCIAL MEDIA
& ONLINE
WORKSHOPS

SHARE OUR
BU TEAM
ACADEMY

INCORPORATE
DŌTERRA INTO YOUR
PRE-EXISTING BUSINESS
OR ONLINE COURSE
OPPORTUNITIES

Additional eBooks:

Download the above Blossoms United Team eBooks, for free. at: www.BlossomsUnited.com
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